
The Joy of the Gospel  

Excerpts from Evangelii Gaudium    

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

88 …. The Gospel tells us constantly to run the risk 

of a face-to-face encounter with others, with their 

physical presence which challenges us, with their 

pain and their pleas, with their joy which infects us 

in our close and continuous interaction. True faith 

in the incarnate Son of God is inseparable from 

self-giving, from membership in the community, 

from service, from reconciliation with others. The 

Son of God, by becoming flesh, summoned us to the 

revolution of tenderness. 

COMMUNITY OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS 

183 …. An authentic faith – which is never comfortable or completely personal – always 

involves a deep desire to change the world, to transmit values, to leave this earth somehow 

better that we found it. We love this magnificent planet on which God has put us, and we 

love the human family which dwells here, with all its tragedies and struggles, its hopes and 

aspirations, its strengths and weaknesses. The earth is our common home and all of us are 

brothers and sisters. If indeed “the just ordering of society and of the state is a central 

responsibility of politics”, the Church “cannot and must not remain on the sidelines in the 

fight for justice”.  All Christians, their pastors included, are called to show concern for the 

building of a better world. This is essential, for the Church’s social thought is primarily 

positive: it offers proposals, it works for change and in this sense it constantly points to the 

hope born of the loving heart of Jesus Christ. 

JUSTICE AND LIBERATION OF THOSE IN POVERTY 

187. Each individual Christian and every community is called to be an instrument of God for 

the liberation and promotion of the poor, and for enabling them to be fully a part of society. 

This demands that we be docile and attentive to the cry of the poor and to come to their aid. 

A mere glance at the Scriptures is enough to make us see how our gracious Father wants to 

hear the cry of the poor:  

EVANGELISED BY THOSE WHO ARE  POOR 

198 …. I want a Church which is poor and for the poor. They have much to teach us. Not only 

do they share in the sensus fidei [sense of faith], but in their difficulties they know the 

suffering Christ. We need to let ourselves be evangelized by them. The new evangelization is 

an invitation to acknowledge the saving power at work in their lives and to put them at the 

centre of the Church’s pilgrim way. We are called to find Christ in them, to lend our voice to 

their causes, but also to be their friends, to listen to them, to speak for them and to embrace 

the mysterious wisdom which God wishes to share with us through them. 

 


